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CATS
ON THE
PAGE
A new exhibition has opened, 
celebrating our furry friends in 
literature. Sarah Graham went 
along to fi nd out more.

F rom ‘Macavity: 

The Mystery Cat’ 

to ‘Gobbolino the 

Witch’s Cat’, ‘Mog’, 

and ‘Puss in Boots’, many of 

our favourite books feature the 

exploits of much-loved fictional 

felines. Now, some of these 

familiar faces are on display 

at The British Library’s free, 

family-friendly ‘Cats on the 

Page’ exhibition.

“Cats have inspired our 

imagination and creativity 

for many years — long before 

their days of dominance 

on the internet,” says Alison 

Bailey, lead curator of ‘Cats 

on the Page’. “At an early age, 

we meet them in rhymes 

and picture books, while as 

adults we are introduced to 

more stories to savour and 

reflect upon.” 

She adds: “By bringing 

cats we know and love 

together with new ones from 

unexpected sources, ‘Cats 

on the Page’ showcases the 

light-hearted side of the 

British Library’s world-class 

collections through a selection 

of just some of the hundreds 

of paws prowling the pages 

of its books and manuscripts.”

Coinciding with the 

80th anniversary of T.S. 

Eliot’s classic ‘Old Possum’s 

Book of Practical Cats’, and 

supported by Animal Friends 

pet insurance, the exhibition 

celebrates the enduring appeal 

that cats hold for writers 

and readers of all ages.

“This is a really tremendous 

selection of material from 

our collection, focusing on 

cats, and I think you’ll find 

many furry friends here 

from throughout your life,” 

says Conrad Bodman, head 

of culture programmes 

at The British Library.

Alongside the exhibition, The 

British Library is also running 

a series of events — including 

storytelling for children and 

families, and talks exploring the 

position of cats in our cultural 

heritage, from ancient Egypt 

all the way through to cats on 

the internet today — as well 

as celebrating the fantastic 

legacy of ‘Old Possum’s Book 

of Practical Cats’.

HUMANS AND CATS
The exhibition opens with a 

section called ‘In the Company 

of Cats’, exploring the 

relationship between humans 

and cats, as well as cats’ 

relationships with each other.

These range from the 18th-

century tales of Christopher 

Smart’s cat, Jeoffry, and 

Samuel Johnson’s cat, Hodge, 

through to Orlando from the 

1930s, a space cat from the 

1950s, and, most recently, 

Mr Pusskins from 2006.

“A lot of these books 

are very anthropomorphic, 

attributing human thoughts 

and feelings to the cats, so 

I think that appeals to people 

and adds to the sense of 

companionship we have with 

cats,” says lead curator Alison.

Then, of course, there’s 

‘Mog’, Judith Kerr’s 

well-established family 

favourite, celebrated in two 

beautiful illustrations lent to 

The British Library by Seven 

Stories. The first of these 

shows a cavalcade of cats on 

their way to Mog’s birthday 

party, while the second shows 
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‘Tabby Polka’ by 
P. Bucalossi — 1865.

Chromolithograph of Puss 
pulling on his boots — 1887.

From T.S. Eliot’s ‘Old 
Possum’s Book of 
Practical Cats’ — 2010.

‘Dame Wiggins 
of Lee’ — 1825.
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Image: Axel Scheffl er/Faber & Faber.
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Mog with her birthday cake. 

“If you look hard,” Alison 

points out, “you can see that 

Nicky is holding a copy of ‘Mog 

The Forgetful Cat’, which was 

the first Mog book that was 

published in 1970.”

After nearly 50 years, the 

stories of Mog remain hugely 

popular and are held dear 

by many readers who fondly 

remember Mog from their own 

and their children’s childhoods.

Indeed, Alison says the Mog 

illustrations are among her 

personal favourite items from 

the exhibition. 

“My daughter had that board 

book when she was small, and 

I’ve bought it for lots of people 

since,” she explains.

As well as celebrating our 

beloved domestic pets, some 

of these works use their 

anthropomorphic portrayals 

of cats to tackle difficult 

themes like love and loss.

“It’s a vehicle for expressing 

lots of different things. We 

have a poem by the Polish 

winner of the Nobel Prize for 

Literature in 1996, which is 

quite a poignant tale of a cat 

who’s left to be rescued in an 

apartment after the owner 

dies,” Alison explains. “It’s 

a way of expressing one’s 

sense of loss for a partner 

through a cat’s experiences.”

Mr Pusskins, she adds, 

is a ‘more upbeat love 

story’ about a cat who’s 

annoyed at being smothered 

by his owner’s love. “He 

runs away, but then he realises 

that maybe he liked being 

smothered with love after all, 

and so he comes back again,” 

Alison says. And who can’t 

relate to that?

CREATIVE KITTIES
The following section explores 

cats’ surprising creative 

abilities, through books 

that show cats as writers, 

performers, musicians, 
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“Cats have 
inspired our 

imagination and 
creativity 

for many years 
— long before 
their days of 
dominance 

on the internet.”

dancers, and painters. It 

features a 19th-century 

book about ‘Tabby’, as 

written by herself, as well 

as Grace Nichols’ poem 

about a cat who’s a rapper, 

and an illustration from 

Posy Simmonds’ book, 

‘Fred’, in which Fred’s friends 

reminisce at his funeral about 

his life as a famous singer 

in a feline band called 

‘The Heavy Saucers’.

Moving on, you’ll find 

a section dedicated to books 

on cats in crime — exploring 

both feline criminals and cat 

detectives. Works featured 

here range from a 17th-century 

fable by La Fontaine, to the 

21st-century ‘Blacksad’ graphic 

novels (in which black cat 

John Blacksad is a mysterious 

private eye), and 1990 

children’s book ‘Where 

are you off to, Slinky Malinki?’, 

named after its thieving 

feline protagonist. 

Other highlights include 

Quentin Blake’s original 

artwork of Beatrix Potter’s 

‘Kitty in Boots’, Edward 

Lear’s 1879 doodles of 

himself with his cat, Foss, 

and a letter from T.S. Eliot to 

his friend’s daughter, Alison 

Tandy, containing a draft of 

his poem ‘Mungojerrie and 

Rumpelteazer’ and signed off 

with his nickname, Possum. 

These pieces have been 

loaned for the exhibition 

by Quentin Blake and the 

T.S. Eliot Foundation.

TRADITIONAL ROLES
Elsewhere, the exhibition 

explores cats’ roles in 
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From ‘The Tale of 
Kitty In Boots’ — 2016.

Jellicle cats from T.S. 
Eliot’s ‘Old Possum’s Book 
of Practical Cats’ — 2010.

▼
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‘CATS ON THE PAGE’ IS ON AT THE BRITISH 
LIBRARY UNTIL MARCH 17, 2019.
Upcoming events include: 
● Thursday, January 17: Cats Book Club: T.S. Eliot’s 

Old Possums.

● Tuesday, February 12: Around The World in 10 Cats.

● Tuesday, February 19: Cats vs  Dogs: A Literary Showdown.

● Tuesday, February 26: A discussion of Cats on the Internet.

For more information, visit www.bl.uk/events/cats-on-the-page   

traditional tales — from 

nursery rhymes and folk 

tales through to modern 

reinterpretations, like 

Angela Carter’s 1979 book 

‘The Bloody Chamber’.

The charming poem 

‘The Nine Lives of the Cat 

Mandu’ by Jackie Kay, a 

Caribbean national poet of 

Scotland, also features here. 

“What she’s done is taken 

lots of phrases like ‘cat on 

a hot tin roof’, ‘the cat’s 

pyjamas’, and lots of words 

that start with cat, like 

‘catastrophe’, ‘kaput’, ‘capiche’, 

and she’s woven them into 

a poem for children, which also 

follows a coherent narrative,” 

Alison explains. “It’s very 

nice just to show you how 

embedded these phrases are 

in our language, and how cats 

pop up everywhere.”

Another of curator 

Alison’s highlights in this 

section is a Japanese fairy 

tale, ‘The Boy Who Drew 

Cats’. This was printed on 

crepe paper in Tokyo in 

1905, and again demonstrates 

the long-standing and 

cross-cultural appeal of 

cats on the page.

In ‘The Mystery of Cats’, 

the exhibition looks at tales 

of witches’ cats, inter-species 

metamorphoses, and the 

enigmatic nature of our furry 

friends. Here you’ll find a 

woodcut image of a cat taken 

from a 1579 pamphlet on 

witchcraft, as well as beloved 
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fictional witches’ cats like 

Wilbur and Gobbolino.

There is, of course, much 

focus on ‘Old Possum’s 

Book of Practical Cats’, 

which celebrates its 80th 

anniversary in 2019 — having 

first been published in 1939. 

“As you may know, most of 

the poems were written on 

letters that Eliot sent to his 

friends and godchildren for 

them to look at; it was quite 

a long process before it 

finally came out in a book,” 

Alison explains.

Besides the Alison 

Tandy letter, the exhibition 

features Eliot’s design for the 

1939 first-edition dust jacket, 

also on loan from the T.S. 

Eliot Foundation. The 1940 

version, illustrated by Nicolas 

Bentley, is also on display 

from The British Library’s 

own collection, as well 

as artworks lent by Axel 

Scheffler, who illustrated 

the 2009 edition.

FUN FOR ALL
The final section of the 

exhibition focuses on 

‘colourful cats’ — from 19th-

century tales and musical 

satire through to modern 

Japanese cartoons. A Mervyn 

Peake illustration of the 

Cheshire Cat from ‘Alice’s 

Adventures in Wonderland’ 

hangs pride of place here, as 

well as author Lewis Carroll’s 

own copy of the rare 1893 

third edition of ‘Through 

the Looking-Glass’. 

“Carroll actually withdrew 

this edition because he was 

unhappy with the printing,” 

Alison explains. “On one page, 

you can see he’s written ‘much 

overprinting, very bad’ on the 

picture of Alice holding onto 

the little black kitten. This was 

Dinah’s kitten, which Alice is 

playing with when she goes 

through the mirror.”

Throughout the exhibition, 

visitors can explore how cats 

have captured the cultural 

imagination for centuries, 

through poetry, fables, fairy 

tales, fiction, and illustrations 

from around the world. Cats 

are shown in all their various 

literary guises — from comical 

cats to master criminals, the 

lovable to the mysterious 

and magical — as well as the 

humble domestic pets we all 

know and love.

Families with kids can 

also follow the exhibition’s 

family trail, enjoy the children’s 

reading corner, and listen 

to sound recordings — suitable 

for all ages — including 

a reading of ‘Macavity the 

Mystery Cat’ by T.S. Eliot, 

songs from the musical 

‘Cats’ and Disney’s ‘The 

Aristocats’, and music by 

‘The Cure’.

“The exhibition 
celebrates the 

enduring appeal 
that cats hold 
for writers and 

readers of 
all ages.”
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Illustration from 
Judith Kerr’s ‘Mog’s 
Christmas’ — 1976.

From ‘Winnie 
the Witch’.

From Lewis 
Carroll’s ‘Through 
the Looking-Glass.’
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